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ABSTRACT: Chondroid lipoma is a benign tumor with atypical features. It is often confused with myxoid liposarcoma or chondrosarcoma. It's a slow growing tumor and complete excision is recommended.
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INTRODUCTION: Lipomatous benign tumors are most common neoplasms. It is a benign neoplasm of mature fat cells. Some variants with atypical features can be of concern like chondroid lipoma which can be confused with myxoid liposarcoma, chondrosarcoma, soft tissue chondroma, myoepithelial lesions. It was first described by Meis and Enzinger in 1993.¹ Rarely it is a problem to the patient except for cosmetic reasons, for which it has become the subject of interest. As it can easily be misdiagnosed with malignant tumor, a high level of suspicion by pathologist and familiarity with its features are of practical importance to avoid overtreatment and simple excision is curative.²

CASE REPORT: A 13 yrs old girl presented to surgery clinic with three yrs. history of mass on right shoulder, slow growing. Physical examination revealed a 3.5x3.0x2.5cm mass mobile (Not fixed to under lying structures). X-ray right shoulder showed tumor not attached to under lying bone. Tumor was excised and sent for HPE.

Grossly tumor was well encapsulated and lobulated. Cut surface was oily yellow and smooth.

Microscopically: The tumor is composed of admixture of multivacuolated cells arranged in strands, sheets and nests, together with matures fat cells. Nuclei have regular contour, lack pleomorphism and mitotic activity.

Fig. 1
DISCUSSION: Chondroid lipoma was described as a separate entity in 1993 by Meis and Enzinger.\(^1\)

They reported a series of 20 cases. It has female predilection and is commonly seen between the age group of 14 to 70 yrs. (Median age around 36yrs).\(^1\) Common sites include the proximal extremities, followed by limb girdles, legs, head and neck region.\(^3,4\) They are located mainly subcutaneously.

Grossly chondroid lipoma are well-circumscribed, lobulated, may be encapsulated tumors. They range from 1.5cm to 11cm, but are usually around 4cm. cut surface is yellow and smooth.\(^5\)

Histologically, the cells are uni or multivacuolated arranged in strands, nest and sheets together with mature adipose tissue. Mostly seen in myxoid and chondroid lipoma. Fibrous strand divide the cells into lobules. The multivacuolated cells show Periodic acid Schiff and Oil Red O positivity as they contain glycogen and fat. Cells lack nuclear pleomorphism and mitotic activity.\(^1\)

Ultrastructurally Cells show primitive features to mature features ranging from prelipoblast and chondroblast, to lipoblast and preadipoytes, to mature adipocyte.

Immunohistochemically the tumor cells are positive for S-100, vimentin ad CD68 and some may be positive for keratin. Ki 67 index very low.\(^6\)

Cytogenetic analysis of chondroid lipoma revealed a balance translocation t(11,16) (q13:p12- 3). This location was earlier detected in hibernoma cases.\(^7,8\)

Differential diagnosis of chondroid lipoma.

Extra skeletal myxoid chondrosarcoma microscopically shows cord like arrangement of esinophilic cells which are smaller in size than chondroid lipoma. There is absence of mature adipocytes and adipose tissue.\(^9\) Chondroblast are uniform and show sparse intracytoplasmic vacuoles. Tumor is lobulated and separated by fibrous septa.\(^10\)

Soft tissue chondroma shows multi nucleate giant cells as true hyaline cartilage. It does not contain fat vacuoles.\(^11,12\) It is located in the soft tissue of hands and feet. In cartilaginous, metaplasia in a lipoma, true cartilage is found.\(^9\)

Chan et al reported “an extraskeletal chondroma with lipoblast like cells” in 1986.\(^13\)

Myxoid liposarcoma shows areas of mature fat cells mixed with multivacuolated lipoblast with plexiform capillary vasculature.\(^14,15\) Cells are uniform and show t(12,16)

Myoepithelial Tumor: Includes cutaneous mixed tumor, and is generally more superficial, has prominent epithelial areas and less of stromal component. Myoepithelial cells have single cytoplasmic vacuolation.
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Parachordoma has trisomy 15, monosomy 1.16.17 and no mature fat cells. Cells are EMA and Keratin positive.16
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